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We specialise in the supply of elevator equipment and 
solutions to Southern African property companies and 
the lift industry as a whole. SAEC was formed due to the 
need for an alternative supplier of products and services.

 In 2016 SAEC moved to a new 1700m² facility in Centurion, 
enabling us to better serve our valued clients.

SAEC formally known as 
Millennium Control cc is 

a South African company 
established in 1998. 

In 2013 SAEC also became the sole agent 
for the products of CANNY Elevators -  the 
largest manufacturer of lifts and escalators in 
China. Canny currently has the world’s highest 
test tower, which was completed in 2016 and 
stands 288m tall. 

SAEC is the sole supplier of the superior STEP 
AS-380 integrated control system, a system 
which is used globally and considered the 
best in the integrated control system class. 

An exclusive agreement with Genesis Elevator 
Systems enables SAEC to provide heavy duty 
door systems for modernisation projects. 

We are continuously streamlining our 
product line through collaboration with these 
strategic partners.

PONTE CITY BUILDING:

8 lifts,  
High-Speed Modernisation, 
52 floors,3.5m/s,

FRANKS PLACE

3 lifts,  
High-Speed Modernisation,  
24 floors, 2.5 m/s
2 KLF commercial escalators

1 ON MUTUAL

SHARON’S PLACE

3 lifts,  
KLW Machine Roomless,  
13 floors, 1.75m/s

4 lifts,  
KLW Machine Roomless, 
14 floors, 1.75 m/s

UCS BUILDING:

6 lifts,  
High-Speed Modernisation, 
30 floors, 5.0m/s

111 COMMISSIONER STREET:

7 lifts,  
High-Speed Modernisation, 
24 floors, 4.0m/s

ISIVUNO HOUSE: 

LISTER MEDICAL CENTRE

4 KLF commercial 
escalators

4 lifts,  
KLK High-Speed,  
22 floors, 2.5 m/s

SAEC strives to have the highest 
level of technical competencies 
- with continued training 
programmes and product 
development we ensure that 
projects are executed at the 
highest level of quality.

ACHIEVEMENTS

PRODUCTS 
& SERVICES

SAEC sourced and secured world-
class suppliers, which enables 
SAEC to provide exceptional new 
equipment and modernisation 
solutions to clients.

WHO WE ARE



OUR PRODUCTS

KLG
PANORAMA
ELEVATOR

SERIES

The Panorama Elevator Series offers an 
advanced group control system resulting 
in a state-of-the-art response plan. This 
intelligent system distributes elevator calling 
requirements effectively, which greatly 
improves transport efficiency.

The fault self-diagnosis system provides 
detailed preventative maintenance data for 
convenient maintenance management and 
smooth operation. Serial communication 
technology reduces the amount of wiring 
needed, improves information reliability, and 
shortens installation time.

KLH
FREIGHT

ELEVATOR
SERIES

The Freight Elevator Series consists of a 
fully closed loop control system that improves 
the lifting performance of the elevator and 
effectively minimizes problematic movements 
such as vibration, shaking, unstable acceleration 
and deceleration; it effectively reduces power 
consumption during operation.WVF technology 
substantially decreases the operating power 

consumption and power supply of the elevator, 
resulting in a saving of 20% in energy. The 
distinctive curve-like running state smoothly 
adjusts the speed of the elevator and improves 
the comfort and accuracy of the levelling.



KLT
HEAVY-DUTY

PUBLIC TRAFFIC
TYPE 

ESCALATOR

With the concept of harmonious 
transportation in mind, this heavy-duty 
public escalator exhibits a remarkable 
external structure with an efficient 
internal drive. 

An advanced safety circuit board is used to 
provide real-time monitoring of the safety 
protection devices in an effort to eliminate 
operational risks and ensuring the overall 
safety of passengers.

KLRP
MOVING

WALK

CANNY’s large-width and high-volume Moving 
Walks are suitable for spaces such as airports, 
train stations or shopping malls. 

The Moving Walks come with an advanced 
micro-computer board control system that 
exhibits consistent stability as well as a high 
capacity fast response.

The ultra-quiet main engine of the Moving 
Walk can effectively prevent vibration. Its 
pedal adopts a special mute damping design 
with a noise preventing tension frame device. 
The Moving Walk’s large radius rotary handrail 
matches with a rolling wheel group and 
effectively reduces friction, which prolongs the 
service life of the handrail belt.



Machine room 
in ordinary 

elevator 

With even more free design space it 
improves the utilisation of buildings 
making the maintenance thereof 
easier and safer. 

Up to

25%
more energy
efficient

Machine room in 
small machine 
room elevator

KLK1
PASSENGER
ELEVATOR

The KLK1 elevator is cost effective and 
fully meets various  building requirements. 
The new maintenance free, permanent magnet 
synchronous gearless traction machine saves 
more than 30% of energy and has noise 
prevention capabilities. A double 32-bit high-
performance ARM chip improves the overall 

reliability of the system in terms of fault 
tolerance and monitoring functionality.

Braking force monitoring regularly tests the 
brake and prevents serious accidents from 
happening by prompting an immediate failure, 
which will stop the elevator from running. 



KLW
MACHINE

ROOMLESS
PASSENGER

LIFT

The KLW Roomless Passenger Lift presents 
robust design, reliability and state of the 
art safety features. The brake of the lift is 
monitored and periodically auto tested for safe 
application. The closed loop control provides 
smooth and precise door control.

A new generation of permanent magnet 
gearless machines provides up to 40% 
savings in energy. The elevator enters a 
dormancy energy savings period during non-
operational stages. The elevator will, thereafter, 
automatically regain full functionality, as soon 
as a passenger call is received.

KLF
COMMERCIAL
ESCALATOR

The KLF Commercial Escalators have been tried 
and tested on numerous projects globally and 
offer under step lighting, skirt panel brushes, 
large radius handrail design and running 
direction indicators. A PLC-controlled, automatic 
oiling and lubrication system gives the ideal 
lubrication levels extending the lifespan of the 
transmission mechanism.

All the lighting equipment uses LED lighting 
technology in conjunction with traditional bulbs 
- saving up to 80% in energy consumption. 
The oil-water separator is specially designed 
for outdoor escalators. Rainwater can be 
discharged through the separator and the oil is 
cleaned regularly to protect the environment.



The assessment process included areas 
such as sales income, availability of growth, 
globalization index, strength of brand, 
technical leadership and profitability, all 
where Canny shone.

US based Otis earned first place followed by 
some of the world’s leading manufacturers, 
including Schindler, KONE and ThyssenKrupp. 
Japanese brands remained modest, taking 
the 5th to 8th place awards. An exciting 
result came from Canny, which showed 
continued growth in several assessment 
criteria, including availability of growth and 
globalization index.

These massive advances are what brought 
Canny into the Global Top 10 this year. Over 
the past few years Canny has managed to 
keep up to international standards while still 
raising the quality of elevators and escalators 
they manufacture. With their foundation 
being built on independent creation they have 
managed to improve their product quality 
using new technologies. Canny have become 
a pacesetter for other Chinese elevator 
brands, having set a new foundation for 
future global rankings. 

Despite the fluctuations in the 
global economy and the building 

industry, the elevator market has 
remained stable golbally. 

A Chinese national brand, Canny, 
has made the global  top 10 list 

for the first time. 

THE TOP 10
CANNY

WITH OVER 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
IN THE INDUSTRY SAEC BELIEVE

IN INVESTING IN OUR EMPLOYEES. 

We have been focused on hiring extremely talented 
and dedicated staff to ensure the highest standard 
of work is offered to our clients. We ensure 
constant training is provided for our employees so 
that the highest level of technical knowledge is on 
hand for every job. We truly believe that the success 
of the company is related to the dedication of our 
staff and we are thankful for our staff every day. 

We strive to create a true 
corporate culture for our 

staff, thus leading to a deeper 
relationship between the

company and our employees.
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CONTACT US

SAEC GROUP

SAEC BRANCH OFFICES

SAEC Head Office:

Waterkloof Golf Club,

Eclipse Road,

Pretoria

Cape Town Address: 

Unit 2, Prema Park,

12 Engine Rd,

Montague Gardens,

Cape Town, 7441

Postal Address: 

Postnet Suite 141,

Private Bag x10,

Raslouw, 0109

Tel: 010 446 9843

Tel: +27 21 555-2140

Email: sales@SAEC.biz

Email: sales@SAEC.biz

Fax: +27 86 512-0321

Fax: +27 86 512-0321

Bloemfontein Address: 

206 Auto & General Building,

72 St Andrews Street,

Bloemfontein,

9300

Tel: +27 68 144-2847

Email: sales@SAEC.biz

Fax: +27 86 512-0321

SAEC Stores:

Unit 1 Sable Industrial Park,

12 Pomona Road,

Kempton Park, 1619

Mobile: 066 300 4758

Email: sales@SAEC.biz

Fax: +27 86 512-0321


